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Dual-mode humidity detection using a lanthanide-based metal–organic framework: towards multifunctional humidity sensors†

Yuan Gao, Pengtao Jing, Ning Yan, Michiel Hilbers, Hong Zhang, Gadi Rothenberg and Stefania Tanase

Combined photoluminescence and impedance spectroscopy studies show that a europium-based metal–organic framework behaves as a highly effective and reliable humidity sensor, enabling dual-mode humidity detection.

Humidity sensors are used intensively in chemical processes, bio-engineering, and environmental science.1,2 Their various applications include food processing and storage,3,4 monitoring of oil pipelines,5 and in situ monitoring in medical diagnosis.6,7 Each application field requires different operating conditions, and so various types of humidity sensors exist. Generally, humidity sensors can be divided into three major groups: electronic, optical and acoustic.8 Typical sensing materials are ceramics, semiconductors and polymers,9–11 each of which has its own merits. However, different sensing materials also have different limitations. Sensors based on inorganic oxides require high temperatures and suffer from cross-sensitivity and baseline drift, while those based on organic polymers suffer from long response times and hysteresis.12

Electronic humidity sensing is the dominant technology today.9 These sensors are relatively simple and inexpensive. Their main disadvantages include frequent calibration, low detection sensitivity, poor linearity and relatively long response times.13 Optical sensing is emerging as an alternative technology thanks to the development of fibre-optic technologies.14,15 Optical sensors are faster and more robust compared with the electronic ones, and they are more attractive for the chemical industry where flammable solvents are frequently used. Other advantages include the ease of fabrication and possibilities for both remote and in situ monitoring.16,17 State-of-the-art optical humidity sensors use organic fluorescent molecules as sensing groups, but their reusability is problematic.18,19 Current research is also exploring the use of acoustic waves to measure humidity.8

Metal–organic framework (MOF) materials are attractive candidates for humidity sensing.20,21 Their advantage is the large surface-to-volume ratios available for interaction with analytes (e.g. water molecules).22,23 This can increase their sensitivity and speed of response compared to conventional thin film sensing layers. Specifically, lanthanide-based MOFs (LnMOFs) are appealing candidates as optical sensing materials because of their narrow emission and high colour purity resulting from the lanthanide emitters.24–28 The guest molecules in the host MOF influence the light absorption and emission profile of the lanthanide ions.29 Several LnMOFs are reported as humidity sensing materials.30,31 Recent studies also show that LnMOFs can have proton conducting properties.32–34 However, as far as we know there is no example of such humidity sensing materials that combine both electronic detection and optical detection. Such versatile materials would open opportunities for designing new multi-purpose sensors.

Earlier, we showed that LnMOFs can be designed to give high proton conductivity.35 Inspired by these results, we set out to apply this family of materials to humidity sensing. Here we report the humidity sensing behavior of two isostructural europium-based MOFs, [Eu(H2O)2(mpca)2Eu(H2O)6M(CN)8] nH2O (herein EuM, where mpca = 2-pyrazine-5-methyl-carboxylate, M = Mo, W), which have a robust 3D network with highly hydrophilic open channels filled with water molecules. We compare their performance using both electronic and optical detection responses and show that they have excellent sensitivity and reusability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a dual-mode humidity sensing molecular framework.

Previous structural analysis36,37 showed that the 3D structure of the EuM MOFs is comprised of two-dimensional networks of alternating diamond-like Eu2M2(CN)4 rings and octagonal Eu4M4(CN)8 rings, which are connected by [Eu(H2O)n]3+ ions (abbreviated as Eu1) via the carboxylate group of mpca ligands from adjacent sheets (Fig. S1, ESI†). These Eu1 ions...
are eight-coordinated. Conversely, the Eu$^{3+}$ ions in the 2D network (abbreviated as Eu2) are nine-coordinated due to the N,O-bidentate binding of two anionic mpca$^-$ ligands, three cyanide ions, one water molecule and one methanol molecule (Fig. S1, ESI†). By exposing the MOFs to ambient conditions, the coordinated methanol is replaced by a water molecule.\textsuperscript{17}

The solid-state excitation and emission spectra of the EuM materials were recorded under ambient conditions (Fig. S2, ESI†). Upon excitation at 280 nm, five main peaks of Eu$^{3+}$ are observed at $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_{5/2}$ (582 nm), $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_{7/2}$ (596 nm), $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_{1/2}$ (617 nm), $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2$ (655 nm), and $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_4$ (705 nm). The $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2$ transition is more pronounced than the $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_4$ transition, indicating that the coordination environment of the Eu$^{3+}$ ions is asymmetric,\textsuperscript{38} in agreement with the crystal structure analysis.\textsuperscript{37} For the as-synthesized EuM MOFs, the $^5D_0 \rightarrow ^2F_2$ decay curves monitored at 617 nm could be explained by a bi-exponential behaviour (Fig. S4, ESI†). Two decay constants, denoted as $\tau_1$ (Eu1) and $\tau_2$ (Eu2), are obtained. This is in agreement with the existence of two different crystallographic Eu$^{3+}$ centers. Eu1, which has six coordinated water molecules, has a shorter lifetime than Eu2 with only two coordinated water molecules. This demonstrates that the coordinated water serves as efficient oscillators for the Eu$^{3+}$ emission properties. Even though the two compounds are isostructural, the EuW MOF showed longer lifetime (6.7, 58.0 µs) than the EuMo MOF (6.3, 45.6 µs) (Fig. S4, ESI†). In view of these results we focused on the EuW material, monitoring the emission dynamics at every 60 s.

Fig. 1 shows that the emission decay of the EuW MOF increased with longer irradiation time, until the decay curves converged within 60 min. There are three important periods. The first corresponds to the first 20 min in which both $\tau_1$ = 6.67 to 18.2 µs (Eu1) and $\tau_2$ = 58.0 to 83.2 µs (Eu2) increased. Then, there is no obvious decay change between 20 and 60 min. This induction period suggests that the removal of the lattice water molecules leads to a stable framework, in agreement with our earlier studies.\textsuperscript{32} After 60 min only one lifetime is detected.

At the beginning of 61 min, however, when the removal of coordinated water occurs, the decay time increased sharply from 120 µs to 170 µs within 2 min, and then remains stable for 5 min (Fig. 1, left). This behaviour suggests that some weak coordinated water molecules were removed giving a new stable framework. To confirm this hypothesis, we can estimate the number of Eu-bound water molecules using the previously\textsuperscript{39,40} reported formula:

$$n = 1.05 \times \tau_{H_2O}^{-1} - 0.70 \hspace{1mm} (\tau \hspace{1mm} \text{in ms})$$

Earlier studies\textsuperscript{39,40} show that the OH oscillators act independently. This means that the rate of de-excitation via the weak vibronic coupling of the Ln$^{3+}$ ion excited states with the OH oscillators of the coordinated water molecules is directly proportional to the number of OH oscillators in the first coordination sphere. To a reasonably good approximation the energy transfer to higher OH vibrational overtones is independent of the remaining ligands completing the coordination sphere of the Ln$^{3+}$ ion.\textsuperscript{39} This simple estimate shows that there are 8.05 Eu-bound water molecules at 61 min ($\tau = 120$ µs) and only 5.01 Eu-bound water molecules at 63 min ($\tau = 170$ µs). The results are again in excellent agreement with the previous studies,\textsuperscript{38} demonstrating that the partial removal of the coordinated water leads to a highly stable framework. Note however that the above estimation cannot be used to calculate the Eu-bound water in the fully hydrated MOF material due to the complex de-excitation pathways. The coordinated water molecules participate in a reachable hydrogen bonding network with the oxygen atoms of the coordinated carboxylate ligands and of the lattice water molecules, as well as with nitrogen atoms from the neighboring terminal cyanide groups.

To prove that the above process is reversible, we ran control experiments adding water to the laser-irradiated sample (Fig. 1, right). The dropwise addition of 0.1 ml water resulted in a quick decrease of the signal lifetime from 170 µs in the dehydrated sample to 6.4 µs and 64.3 µs in the rehydrated material. These lifetimes fit with those observed for the as-synthesized material (6.7 µs, 57.6 µs), confirming the reversibility of dehydration–rehydration processes. The EuW MOF can trap the guest water molecules within 60 s, giving a quick and effective optical humidity sensing response. The EuMo MOF sample showed similar lifetime decay changes during the dehydration process (Fig. S5, ESI†), but these were less dramatic compared to those of the EuW MOF.

The above results show that our EuW MOF can sense relative humidity (RH) under 8.0% (calculated based on the water uptake), where most reported sensing materials cannot.\textsuperscript{38} To demonstrate further the optical humidity sensing properties of this MOF (upon removal of the lattice water molecules), we studied its photoluminescence properties under different RH conditions. Most reported MOFs can detect humidity in the range between 5 and 85%.\textsuperscript{31,41} Fig. 2 shows indeed that the emission properties are largely dependent on the RH, ranging from 0% to 100%, with a response time of 5 min in all cases, much shorter than the response time reported for LnMOFs (Table S1, ESI†). The inset
in Fig. 2 shows the decreasing trend of emission intensity with increasing humidity, and a good linearity over broad humidity ranges. Thus, the EuW MOF can sense guest water molecules and is an effective material for optical humidity sensors. Notably, the FTIR spectrum and the PXRD pattern (Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†) of the as-synthesised and rehydrated samples are identical, demonstrating that this material retains its structural integrity during dehydration/hydration cycles, a key requirement for practical applications. Note that this luminescence-based sensing material has large detection ranges. If the environmental condition of the activated sample was considered as 0% RH, the sensing range is from 0% to 100% RH.

When used as a dielectric in a capacitor, a MOF material will change its permittivity depending on the amount of physisorbed water (guest water molecules). This is in fact the working principle of a capacitive humidity sensor. Therefore, we ran an EIS analysis using a sample at varied degrees of relative humidity (Fig. S8, ESI†), which shows the changes under different conditions. Fig. 3(a) shows the proton conductivities of EuW MOFs in the form of the Nyquist plots under dry conditions ($10^{-10}$ S cm$^{-1}$). The value is 3 orders of magnitude higher at 100% RH. It also shows that the Nyquist plot for dry conditions is an inclined semicircle, while a clear upturned line along with the semicircle is observed at 100% RH (Fig. 3(b)). To understand the sensing mechanism and the temperature influence, we compared the impedance values at different temperatures, while keeping the relative humidity constant at 100%. The magnitude orders of the conductivity increase slightly from $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-4}$. From these measurements we derived an Arrhenius activation energy of 0.37 eV, which is within the range of a Grotthus transfer mechanism (Fig. S9, ESI†). Thus, an effective proton conduction path is achieved upon uptake of the guest water molecules. The resistance of EuW MOFs experiences a significant change of $10^3$ magnitude difference. This confirms our previous studies on isostructural compounds that demonstrate the effective role of lattice water molecules in achieving high proton conductivities.$^{32}$

The reversibility and reproducibility of the EuW sensing material were also examined through exposure/recovery cycles from low to high RH, and back. The sensor exhibits the highest sensitivity at 500 Hz. Thus, 500 Hz was selected as the testing frequency in subsequent experiments. Fig. 3, right, shows the response–recovery properties of EuW MOFs between 100% and 53% RH for five cycles measured. The peak ($\sim 1.30 \text{ M} \Omega$) and trough ($\sim 1.48 \text{ M} \Omega$) values changed slightly, showing good repeatability of the sensor. Importantly, this material does not show baseline drift, thus overcoming the hysteresis problem of many commercial sensors. These results confirm that the interactions between water and the surface of the MOF were dominated by physisorption.

The response time is defined as the time taken by a sensor to achieve 90% total impedance change. For the EuW MOF, the average response and recovery times are about 380 s (from 100% RH to 53% RH) and 390 s (from 53% RH to 100% RH). This recovery time is similar to the photoluminescence measurement (400 s), indicating strongly that the results reported here are highly reliable for sensing application.

In conclusion, we showed that a highly robust EuW MOF is an effective and highly reliable humidity sensor, using both electrical and optical detection methods. We foresee more research in the field of lanthanide-based MOFs as dual-mode humidity sensing materials. Such materials give opportunities for dual and multimode sensing that can be used in bio-sensing systems and to expand the dynamic sensing range. Dual signals resulting from the guest molecules and the nodes of the framework would enable recognition and quantification at the same time.
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